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FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS: Parenting / 

Grandparenting

AUDIENCE

• Grandparents
• Grandparents who want to improve their 

relationship with their kids and grandkids
• Parents
• Parents who want their parents to be more 

involved and more knowledgeable about 
being present in the lives of their children 
(grandchildren)

• Mindfulness enthusiasts
• Educators
• Any group associated with grandparenting 

and parenting

Grandparenting
Renew, Relive, Rejoice

52 Ways to Mindfully Connect and Grow with Your Grandkids

PAM SIEGEL AND LESLIE ZINBERG

DESCRIPTION

Grandparenting: Renew, Relive, Rejoice is a wise, concise, down-to-earth and 
easy to understand book for both grandparents and parents. Each of the 52 
straight forward nourishing practices provide information based on the science of 
mindfulness along with endearing real-life stories that grandparents can identify 
with. These bite-sized nuggets offer a rich assortment of simple doable ways to 
be present in our fast-paced lives and not miss the richness of time spent with 
grandchildren.  Open any page anytime and grab a mindful moment.

KEY SELLING POINTS

• There are 70 million grandparents in the United States alone
• There are no books on the market incorporating mindfulness and grandparenting
• Accessible concepts and activities for grandparents and families who are new to 

mindfulness
• Creates togetherness within the family
• Deepens the special bond between grandparents and grandchildren in a genuine and 

personal matter
• Wonderful gift book
• Powerful reminder to see each moment of everyday life as a gift

MARKETING

• The authors will have active accounts on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Pinterest.
They plan to advertise heavily on social media.

AUTHOR BIO
 

Pam Siegel M.P.H., M.F.T. is a licensed Marriage Family Therapist in private practice in West Los Angeles. 
She is a certified mindfulness therapist and implements meditation and other mindfulness tools to help 
her clients with a variety of issues. She is actively involved in the mindfulness and yoga community and 
has her own daily practice and website, www.pamsiegel.com. 

Leslie Zinberg has co-written two successful parenting books, The Pink and Blue Baby Pages, and 
The Pink and Blue Toddler Pages. Both books were featured in national publicity campaigns, with 
appearances on The Today Show, QVC, and local television and radio segments across the country. 
Leslie is the co-founder of the grandparent website, www.grandparentslink.com.
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FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS: Parenting / 

Grandparenting

AUDIENCE

• Grandparents
• Grandparents who want to improve their

relationship with their kids and grandkids
• Parents
• Parents who want their parents to be more

involved and more knowledgeable about
being present in the lives of their children
(grandchildren)

• Mindfulness enthusiasts
• Educators
• Any group associated with grandparenting

and parenting

Grandparenting
Renew, Relive, Rejoice

52 Ways to Mindfully Connect and Grow with Your Grandkids

PAM SIEGEL AND LESLIE ZINBERG

DESCRIPTION

Grandparenting: Renew, Relive, Rejoice is a wise, concise, down-to-earth and
easy to understand book for both grandparents and parents. Each of the 52
straight forward nourishing practices provide information based on the science of
mindfulness along with endearing real-life stories that grandparents can identify
with. These bite-sized nuggets offer a rich assortment of simple doable ways to
be present in our fast-paced lives and not miss the richness of time spent with
grandchildren.  Open any page anytime and grab a mindful moment.

KEY SELLING POINTS

• There are 70 million grandparents in the United States alone
• There are no books on the market incorporating mindfulness and grandparenting
• Accessible concepts and activities for grandparents and families who are new to

mindfulness
• Creates togetherness within the family
• Deepens the special bond between grandparents and grandchildren in a genuine and

personal matter
• Wonderful gift book
• Powerful reminder to see each moment of everyday life as a gift

MARKETING

• The authors will have active accounts on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Pinterest.
They plan to advertise heavily on social media.

AUTHOR BIO
 

Pam Siegel M.P.H., M.F.T. is a licensed Marriage Family Therapist in private practice in West Los Angeles. 
She is a certified mindfulness therapist and implements meditation and other mindfulness tools to help 
her clients with a variety of issues. She is actively involved in the mindfulness and yoga community and 
has her own daily practice and website, www.pamsiegel.com. 

Leslie Zinberg has co-written two successful parenting books, The Pink and Blue Baby Pages, and 
The Pink and Blue Toddler Pages. Both books were featured in national publicity campaigns, with 
appearances on The Today Show, QVC, and local television and radio segments across the country. 
Leslie is the co-founder of the grandparent website, www.grandparentslink.com.
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“A lovely way to learn about and deepen the pleasure of being with our grandchildren.” 
              ~ Lesley Stahl, 60 Minutes, Author of Becoming Grandma

“Not only do you learn a lot about your grandkids, but also, you learn a lot about yourself." 
  ~Bob Newhart, Comedian

“If you truly want to leave a legacy, make this book the cornerstone of your grandparent toolbox.”
  ~Christine Crosby, Editorial Director GRAND Magazine
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